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Introduction to respeaking for live events and in education

Presentation of selected case studies in this area

Presentation of interviews with experienced respeakers

Basic exercises

Advanced practice using real-life materials



Unit 1: Introduction to respeaking for live events and education

Unit 2: Workflow and software

Unit 3: Advanced practice



Trainees learn basic information about respeaking during live events and in 
education

They are presented with case study videos that illustrate what are the needs of 
different users regarding accessible events

They have their first hand-on experience with respeaking (and correction) for live 
events



Exercise 1
As an introductory exercise for practising respeaking during live events and in 
education, you will set up a small respeaking platform. You will need the following:
A device with speech recognition software (it can be your PC with speech recognition
software but it also can be a mobile device to which you can dictate);
Another device (it can be a computer but it also can be a smartphone or a tablet)
Access to the Internet
Two Google accounts
Here are the instructions:
On your device with speech recognition software, set up a Google Document and 
share it with another Google account
From the second device, access the same document using a Google account that
you’ve shared your document with
Select a video from our practice video repository
Respeak interlingually into the Google document
You (or your practice partner) will see that the respoken text will appear (with slight
delay) on the other device





Trainees learn how to provide subtitles during live events and in education.

They learn about two workflows in interlingual respeaking (with or without the 
interpreter)

They learn about the software

More advanced practical exercises









Highlights of this unit:

Troubleshooting

Practical exercises for moderators

Mock conference



The speaker is not talking to the microphone.

You cannot hear the simultaneous interpretation on which you are supposed to base
your respeaking. Note: you know the foreign language in which the conference is
held.

The subtitles are not shown on the screen.

A previously unknown speaker takes the floor, he is being presented but you don’t
know his name and bionote.



Introduction to the assignment

The venue

Preparations before the assignment

During the assignment

Follow-up questions
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